
4 Monkeys Excellent £9.00
The players are monkeys in a lab. Scientists are trying to work out which monkey is most suitable for a 
flight to Mars. The monkeys (players) are shown coloured figures and they have to try to reproduce 
these by using combination tiles suitably. The fastest monkeys get bananas, and the monkey with most 
bananas at the end will be heading for Mars.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 4 2,3,4 8

Adlerauge (aka Game, Set, Match!) In shrink £2.00
Card game, translated to Eagle Eye in English. Players need concentration as they try to quickly check a 
row of pictures on the cards for colour matches in order to determine if they can be played or not. 
There are four variants of the game to try. The cards are laid down in a row and the first player to lay 
all their cards into a row wins.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 8 0 5

Army of Zero Excellent £15.00
Card and dice based combat game in which the players' teams of warriors battle each other. Players 
choose when each warrior will fight and whether to attack or defend. Includes 84 character cards, 8 
attack / defence cards and dice. The cards also include a hidden puzzle, which there was originally a 
prize for solving.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 2 2 0

Bazaar Playable £5.00
One of Sid Sackson's most reprinted games, and worthy of it too. Players trade different gem types 
for other selections according to the rules of the market (different every game), aiming to be able to 
fulfil one of the order cards and score points. In a clever twist you score more the fewer gems you 
have left after each order is fulfilled, and as the game goes on values of orders increase. 
Recommended. Last remaining copy - quite bad box and some gems missing, hence the great price.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1987 2 6 2,3,4,5 8

De Betoverde Doolhof (aka Labyrinth) Good £5.00
Maze game in which the board is made up of tiles showing sections of a maze and players push in a new 
tile changing the board quite dramatically each turn, and then move their playing piece around the maze 
trying to get to the current target item for that player. The first player to get to all of their targets 
and back to their base first is the winner. One of Ravensburger's all time top sellers, and really rather 
good too. Dutch version.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1994 2 4 2,3,4 6
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BITS Good £15.00
Follow up game to the wonderful FITS (Tetris made into a board game). This time players all add 
domino type tiles with no numbers, just colours to their board. Each player starts with a different seed 
piece but then everyone plays the same piece each turn. The objective is to make certain shapes with 
the colours on the tiles, and to avoid making other shapes. Different target shape cards are used each 
game for variety, and the number of rounds played can be varied as desired, with each round taking 
about 10-15 minutes. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 1 4 1,2,3,4 8

Blue Good £5.00
This is actually a set of 5 almost identical jigsaw puzzles. The picture is the same in all of them, but the 
colours of various items in an underwater shipwreck scene differ. To play competitively the pieces from 
the jigsaws are mixed and the players race to correctly complete their jigsaws using the correct pieces 
from their set, the objective being to complete your jigsaw both quickly and correctly.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2006 1 5 0 6

Clocks Good £10.00
Each player chooses a clock and receives a number of coins. The start player rolls a number of dice 
equal to the number of players plus one, then divides them into groups. All players make a simultaneous 
blind bid on the dice lots, with the highest bid choosing first, and so on. Each player puts the purchased 
die/dice on his clock in a clockwise direction, gaining money, bonus actions, or both in the process. On 
each turn, a player may execute one free action, in addition to buying one more action. As soon as the 
value of all placed dice match the numbers on a player's clock, that player wins.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2012 1 4 1,2,3,4 8

Code 777 In Shrink £17.50
In this game, players have 3 coloured numbers on a rack, displayed to the other players but unknown to 
themselves. Every player can see all the other racks except their own. Now they can ask one of a set of 
specific questions to help deduce the numbers and their colours in front of themselves. This will 
certainly get your brain working. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2015 2 5 3,4,5 12

Cortex Challenge (aka Braintopia) Excellent £6.00
Card game, which uses the same fast-paced approach popularised by Dobble and Jungle Speed. The 
game tests up to six players’ memory, cognition, and sensory perception. It includes texture cards that 
are used during ‘Touch Challenges’, where players must guess what they are feeling. Players try to be 
the first to match symbols, correctly remember all objects on a card or find the route out of mazes, 
amongst many other tests.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2016 2 6 2,3,4,5,
6

8
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Crazy Circus Excellent £9.00
Simultaneous puzzle solving game. There are 3 animals on 2 platforms and players attempt to get them 
in the right configuration by shouting syllables that changes the configuration.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2002 1 10 2,3,4,5,

6
8

Don't Get Mad Good £5.00
Players stake points from the cards in their 'hand' on the outcome of general knowledge questions - or 
- on a unique variety of dice rolls. There are over 1,000 questions from 70 categories with some 
multiple choices. All you know on any question, is its subject and how many possible choices there are! 
Players choose to Play or to Pass or to make challenges.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 2 6 1,5,6 8

Dschungel Good £8.00
An unusual race game in which the players move their pieces along intersecting paths, and over bridges. 
Each time a piece goes across a bridge the bridge is destroyed, and that player gets more movement 
points for future turns. These extra movement points can also be spent fixing bridges at the start of 
your turn. Unusual mechanism resulting in a unique feeling to what is essentially a race from one side of 
the board to the other. Later published at Haithabu.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1975 2 4 2,3,4 10

Escape the Room: Mystery at the Stargazer's Manor Playable £8.00
Players attempt to resolve the Mystery of the Manor in 1869. To do this, players need to solve puzzles, 
unlock hidden clues, and unravel the mystery of the Stargazer’s Manor. Will you and your guests be 
able to solve the mystery and save the astronomer before time runs out?

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2016 3 8 1,2,3,4 8

Expo 1906 Good £13.00
Players receive points for completing projects which represent historical inventions of the period. Buy 
resources and place them in the right place in your laboratory. This is quite tricky as projects come in 
different shapes and lab space is tight.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2015 1 4 1,2,3,4 12
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GodZ In shrink £6.00
The players take on the roles of gods with the objective of becoming the leader of the pantheon. The 
game is played on a modular board made up of hexes, which is expanded as the game goes on. Game play 
uses an action system in which the players will need to carefully select their options each turn, 
performing miracles, adding to the board, commanding your believers and defeating your rivals' 
believers. Victory can be achieved in different ways: controlling regions, conquering cities, fighting, 
building, or being adored by vast numbers of followers.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 3 5 3,4,5 10

Ice Flow Good £12.00
Tactical game in which the players try to get their three explorers to cross the Bering Strait between 
Alaska and Siberia. Wonderful clear plastic ice flow pieces are placed in the straits, and will move 
according to the currents marked on the board. The explorers can hop between ice floes, sometimes 
needing to use rope, but can also swim, though this uses up food resources. Polar bears get in the way, 
but can be distracted with food. Players choose when to move and rotate the ice floes to their 
advantage. Very nicely produced with plenty of scope for clever play.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 4 2,3,4 10

Infection: Humanity's Last Gasp Very good £20.00
Players make decision about what parts of a virus to study, which personnel to hire and what equipment 
to purchase. You’ll soon discover you are working with an eccentric group of scientists who don’t always 
work well together—and one very resourceful lab rat named Marvin. As the casualties increase, so does 
the stress and mistakes made, as you try to complete your vaccine before time runs out for all of 
mankind.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 1 1 1 10

Inversé Demo £6.00
Exceptionally chunky wooden components. Each player has 5 colourful blocks of wood each with 
dimensions fitting on a 12x12 square gridded boards. Players take it in turn to place one of their pieces 
on the board, trying to force the other player to be unable to make a move. Blocks of the same colour 
cannot touch and blocks of the same colour cannot have a side of the same dimensions placed onto the 
board. This is a demo version of the game that was later published as Inverse.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 2 2 8

Kakuro Challenge Good £7.00
Puzzle game for 2-4 players based on the Kakuro principles often seen in newspapers and puzzle books. 
One step up from the usual Sudoku's, rather. Good practice for your basic arithmetic too.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 4 0 12
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Laguna Good £9.00
Players compete to collect pearls from the sea bed and to take them to the volcanic island in the middle 
of the board. Beautifully presented with 3-D islands and pearlised marbles for pearls. Game play 
involves moving 'boats', with holes for pearls to be placed in, across the board showing islands and 
reefs. If reefs or arrows show through the holes in the boat then the boat is forced to stop or move in 
a particular direction.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2000 2 4 2,3,4 8

Lonpos 4D Puzzle Game Good £5.00
A set of puzzle pieces comprising coloured balls which have been stuck together to form sort of 
polyominoes. These can then be used to complete puzzles both in a rectangular shape or a pyramidal 
shape. It comes with a plastic travel case which can also be used to support the pieces in a pyramid 
shape.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2000 1 2 0 0

Marvin Marvel's Marvelous Marble Machine Good £10.00
Played on a cloth board showing a grid of hexes, players try to divert marbles (represented by wooden 
disks, into their own scoring areas on the board. This is done by playing machine tiles onto the board to 
affect how marbles will be directed as they appear.  Existing tiles can be modified and there is plenty 
of variety in what tiles can do to marbles: push them on, change their direction, make them jump over 
other tiles etc.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

0 2 6 3,4,6 10

The Mensa Boardgames Pack Good £6.00
The main component of this set is a nicely produced 72 page paperback book of puzzles and games.  The 
majority are problem solving puzzles, but the book also includes some games for 1 or more players.  The 
set also comes with 120 cards which are used by many of the puzzles.  There are over 200 puzzles / 
games, and about 100 of them you can time yourself for a more intense challenge.  The chapters cover: 
Problem Solving, Thinking Creatively, Categories, Spatial Skills, Intuition, Word Power and Predicting 
Probability.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

1997 1 4 0 0

Mondo Excellent £10.00
From BGG: Players compete against each other while also racing against the clock. Each player has a 
small world board with empty spaces on it, and all players simultaneously pick tiles depicting different 
animals and environments from the middle of the table and place them on their world board, trying to 
create complete areas of the same environment. When the timer runs out, players score bonus points 
for each animal and each completed environment and score negative points for volcanic tiles, empty 
fields on the world board and mismatched tile borders.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 1 4 1,2,3,4 8
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Mosaix Excellent £6.00
Take it easy! meets Bingo Dice. Each turn one of the players rolls 4 symbol dice with the 3 symbols 
circle (O), triangle (A) and cross (X) on their faces. The player then arranges these dice in a specific 
sequence. All players transcribe this very sequence into their personal 7x7 grid on their player mat 
with erasable crayons. In doing so, they try to create the most and the largest cohesive areas of 
matching symbols to maximize their final scoring.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 1 4 1,2,3,4 8

Mutant Meeples Good £12.00
Mutant Meeples is a puzzle game based on Alex Randolph's game Ricochet Robots in which players are 
looking to find the shortest "path" to get their meeples to the scene of the crime before any of the 
other players, using a clever combination of Mutant Meeples and their unique superpowers and super 
speed. If you're the fastest to the scene of the crime, you add a meeple to your super team; the first 
player to fill his super team with Mutant Meeples wins.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 2 7 2,3,4,5,

6
12

Pack & Stack In shrink £17.50
Fun game in which the players are removal men, and are allocated a collection of wooden blocks of 
various sizes and lengths which they need to move by lorry.  Each round a selection of lorries is 
available, and each has differently shaped storage space with different stacking limits.  Players rapidly 
select the lorry they think will suit their load best and then stack the pieces.  Penalties are paid for 
blocks which could not be loaded or for excess space on the lorry, and a bonus awarded for the best 
packed lorry each round.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 3 6 3,4,5,6 6

Pick-a-Pig (aka Pick-a-Dog) Excellent £5.00
Fun card collection game in the style of Dobble or SET!, but with very cute Pigs. Each card has five 
attributes, with each attribute having two states: large/small, light/dark, one/two arms, with/without 
sunglasses, and with/without popcorn. Someone shouts "Go!", then everyone looks at their card in hand. 
Players then start grabbing cards from the grid and stacking them in hand. The card grabbed must be 
identical to the top card in hand or differ from that top card in only one way. Thus, as you grab cards, 
the attributes of that top card will keep changing, forcing you to look for matches in new ways.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 1 5 2,3,4,5 5

Prism Quest Playable £4.00
Card game with a science fiction background concerning the Color Lords of Planet Alpha Chroma 7, and 
their rivals the Dark Lords of Cimmerian 6. However, the game itself ignores this theming and is 
actually a deduction game in which each player has a hidden colour sequence and cards are used to 
obtain information about the other players' sequences as quickly as possible.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1994 2 6 0 12
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Rack-O Good £8.00
One of the best 'end-of-evening' card games ever designed. Players must form a group of 10 cards in 
their rack, but these cards must be in order, i.e. no card in front of another that is a lower number. It 
doesn't matter if there is a gap between the cards, only that as you work back from the first card in 
the rack, that every card you come to is a number higher than the previous one. Addictive, and very 
popular with non-gamers, at family times like Christmas.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1956 2 4 2,3,4 8

SET Good £6.50
Card game.  The cards feature symbols that are used in an original way.  12 of the cards are laid face 
up on the table and everyone simultaneously looks for a 'set' of three cards, and when they spot one 
call "SET!"  However, this is not as simple as it seems as sets are not always obvious because the 
symbols on each card have 4 characteristics (shape, colour, number and shading), and 3 cards form a 
set only if: for all four features the cards have, the cards either have all the same feature or none 
have the same feature. As you can imagine it takes a while to get your mind around it, but it can become 
addictive.  The game has won various awards from all sorts of organisations. Last copy in a cracked 
plastic box, but cards still in good condition.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1991 1 20 1,2,3,4,

5,6,7,8
6

Situation 4 Playable £9.00
Excellent idea for a game. Each side has enough pieces of land (cut into jigsaw shapes) to complete a 
map of the entire board, but each side's set is a slightly different colour. Play is simultaneous, adding 
to your side of the puzzle as you find the pieces. As pieces are added to the board, some have spaces 
for plastic pieces to be added such as flags, tanks and bridges. These are used to defend your land 
against attack, or to start a campaign to obtain opponent's adjacent land. Thus you really do have a 
jigsaw puzzle driven light wargame! Such a neat idea - recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1968 2 4 2,4 6

Situation 7 Playable £9.00
Excellent idea for a game. Each side has enough jigsaw shapes showing outer space to complete the 
entire board. Players lay pieces on to the board starting from their base simultaneously, and they are 
considered to have captured the areas of space their pieces cover. Plastic pieces such as rockets, 
astronauts and satellites can be used to defend or secure your area against attack, or to start an 
invasion of enemy space. Various areas award bonus points as does owning complete sectors. Fantastic 
frenetic fun, and an amazing item for jigsaw fans who also like games (or vice versa).

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1969 2 4 2,4 6
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The Stars Are Right Good £10.00
Tile based game with a Lovecraftian theme. The players are rival cultists who want to summon all sorts 
of unimaginable evil. However, these summonings can only be performed when the stars are right! The 
stars are represented by a 5x5 grid of tiles and the cultists start with minor occult powers which let 
them flip a tile or move the tiles in one row by one space. This is done in order to bring about the 
correct star patterns to summon evil servitors who will grant the cultists additional powers to 
manipulate the stars, eventually allowing even great Old Ones to be summoned. Every summoning brings 
the world closer to its doom, and thus victory, of sorts, for the most successful cultist! Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 4 2,3 12

T.I.M.E Stories: Estrella Drive Excellent £15.00
Expansion for the base game, which you will need in order to be able to play.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2017 2 4 2,3,4 14

Totally Playable £6.00
A competitive puzzle type game, in which all the players use the same randomly selected set of number 
tiles each hand, and then a couple of alternative 'target' numbers are drawn. All players then have 3 
minutes to form a crossword style grid withtheir numbers such that all rows and columns must add up 
to just one of the target numbers. The score is higher the more times numbers get reused, and a 
deduction is made for unused number tiles. Plays very well, and for greater intensity givethe players 
less time! Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

1974 1 4 0 12

Ubongo Trigo In shrink £8.00
An update to the Ubongo family of games. This time the shapes the players must use to fit onto their 
boards are all made up from six triangles. The 32 boards are double sided with a hard and an easy side 
so that experts and beginners can still play together. Fun but intense puzzle style game which comes in 
a small box for easy transportation / storage. English rules included.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2012 1 4 1,2,3,4 8
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Uluru: Tumult am Ayers Rock Excellent £20.00
Uluru (a.k.a. Pelican Cove) is set in Australia, seven coloured 'dreambirds' land in appointed spaces 
around the mystical Ayer's rock. A selection of cards are laid out which indicate requirements on the 
placement of the dreambirds such as yellow and blue being adjacent, or pink and yellow needing to be 
opposite each other etc. Players then place their own set of birds on their own board so as to fulfill as 
many of the cards as possible. When the timer runs out players score for all cards they fulfill. There 
are cards of different difficulty levels so that you can keep the game challenging as you improve at it. 
German version but components are international and English rules are included.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2011 1 5 1,2,3,4,
5

8

Unlock!: Escape Adventures Very good £12.50
Escape room inspired cooperative card game. This version gives players 3 different scenarios: The 
Formula, Squeek and Sausage, and The Island of Doctor Goorse. You'll need to download a (free) APP 
form your appstore to play it, and do not need to be online whilst playing.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2017 2 6 2,3,4 12

Xalapa In shrink £14.00
Game in 7 rounds, where players need to find the mythical symbols and cover them up with the oracle's 
stones in a specific manner.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 1 6 1,2,3,4,

5,6
10

PLEASE SEE OUR SMALLPRINT DOCUMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Game descriptions are personal opinions from Eamon, Andy, Hans or Adam.
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